) was originally defined as the end-systolic pressure (ESP)/stroke volume (SV) ratio of the left ventricle (LV) [1] [2] [3] . E a is approximately equal to heart rate (HR) times total peripheral resistance (TPR) under stable hemodynamics [1] [2] [3] . E a has the same dimensions as an index of ventricular contractility (E max ) defined as the ESP/endsystolic volume (ESV) ratio [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . E a proved to be powerful in evaluating the ventriculo-arterial coupling from the viewpoint of cardiac mechanoenergetics in regular beats [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The mechanical energy efficiency from LV total mechanical energy (PVA) to SV is maximal when E a equals E max [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The mechanical work efficiency from LV oxygen consumption to SV is maximal when E a is appropriately (around 50%) smaller than E max [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Both efficiencies are re- Abbreviations: AF, atrial fibrillation; CO, cardiac output; E a (ϭESP/SV), either effective arterial elastance conventionally, or effective afterload elastance in this study; E max , an index of ventricular contractility defined as the maximum or end-systolic elastance of the ventricle, or end-systolic pressure-volume ratio; EDP, end-diastolic pressure; EDV, end-diastolic volume; ESP, end-systolic pressure; ESV, end-systolic volume; G i (t), electrical conductance of intraventricular blood; G p , parallel conductance; HR, heart rate; LV, left ventricle; LVP, left ventricular pressure; LVV, left ventricular volume; PVA, total mechanical energy of contraction, or systolic pressure-volume area; RR, cardiac beat interval measured as the interval between two R waves of ECG; RR1 through RR6, first through sixth preceding RRs; SV, stroke volume; TPR, total peripheral resistance; V c , ventricular correction volume equivalent to parallel conductance Gp; V 0 , ventricular unstressed volume.
duced as E a exceeds E max [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . These advantages of E a in regular beats proved to hold not only in cardiovascular physiology [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] but also in cardiology, cardiovascular surgery, anesthesiology, pharmacology, etc. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
However, we found no reports on E a of irregular beats in literature except for two Japanese abstracts [21, 22] . The main reason for this rarity seems that the E a of irregular beats changes with E max , ESP and enddiastolic volume (EDV) all changing markedly among irregular beats. Such irregular changes in E a do not appear to reflect primary changes in TPR. This problem is most obvious when a weak irregular beat cannot eject blood against a high arterial pressure, and hence ESP no longer reflects arterial pressure. In other words, E a cannot always serve as the effective arterial elastance under arrhythmia [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, it remains to be studied whether E a can serve as the effective afterload (not always arterial) elastance against ventricular ejection under arrhythmia.
We therefore hypothesized that E a could still serve as the effective afterload elastance against ventricular ejection on a per-beat basis even during arrhythmia. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the E a of irregular beats during electrically induced atrial fibrillation (AF) in canine hearts. We recorded LV electrocardiogram (ECG), and instantaneous LV pressure (LVP) and volume (LVV) using a volumetric conductance catheter [23] [24] [25] . By analyzing LV P-V loops of irregular beats during AF, we obtained their E a and E max as well as their beat intervals, EDV and ESP. We newly found variously non-normal, skewed frequency distributions of E a and E a /E max due to their remarkably large values in irregular beats with relatively small E max . Weak beats with very small or almost zero SVs had markedly high E a and E a /E max values. In such beats with little SV, ESP may not always equal arterial pressure, and hence effective afterload elastance is a better name for E a than the conventional effective arterial elastance. The present results support our hypothesis that E a can serve as the effective afterload elastance against ventricular ejection on a per-beat basis during AF. E a /E max can also quantify the ventriculo-afterload (not arterial) coupling on a per-beat basis. This study, however, warns that mean values of E a and E a /E max of irregular beats cannot necessarily represent their averages due to their markedly skewed frequency distributions.
METHODS

Surgical preparation.
The canine experiments were performed in accordance to the Guiding Principles for the Care and Use of Animals in the Field of Physiological Sciences approved by the Council of the Physiological Society of Japan. Six mongrel dogs (6-12 kg) were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (25 mg/kg, I.V.) after premedication with ketamine hydrochloride (50 mg/kg, I.M.) and intubated in each experiment. Anesthesia was maintained by fentanyl (100 g/h per dog, I.V.) as usual in our laboratory [25] . The chest of the dog was opened midsternally. A 3F catheter-tip micromanometer (Aisin Seiki, Kariya, Japan) was inserted into the LV from the apex to measure the LVP. A 7F eight-electrode conductance catheter (Webster Laboratories, Baldwin Park, CA, USA) was introduced into the LV through an apical stab and placed along the ventricular long axis to measure LVV continuously. The method for measuring LVV with this catheter was described in detail previously [23] [24] [25] .
Briefly, the catheter measured the time-varying electrical conductance G i (t) of the five segments (iϭ1-5) of blood in the LV cavity continuously. The LV total blood volume was then continuously calculated from the five segmental G i (t) (iϭ1-5) after calibrating blood conductivity in the sampling cuvette. Our custom-made signal conditioner-processor (SI Medicotech Co., Ltd., Japan) was used to convert the segmental G i (t) to LV conductance volume [25] . The parallel conductance G p due to the conductance of the LV wall and surrounding tissues and fluid was obtained by the standard hypertonic saline dilution method [25] . A constant offset volume (V c ) was calculated from the G p . The absolute LVV was obtained by subtracting V c from the LV conductance converted from the segmental G i (t).
A pair of stimulation electrodes were attached to the left atrial appendage. Suprathreshold electrical stimulation at 20 Hz via these electrodes induced and maintained AF. AF started and stopped on and off the stimulation. All of the signals were recorded on a strip-chart recorder and simultaneously stored in a computer at sampling intervals of 3 ms.
Experimental protocol. We first produced AF briefly for 1 min to obtain the mean beat interval (RR interval) during AF. After stopping AF, we paced the left atrium at the regular RR intervals equal to the predetermined mean RR intervals during AF in the respective heart. When pulsus alternans of the LV occurred, we slightly decreased the regular pacing rate to the level at which pulsus alternans disappeared completely. This was the reason that the mean regular RR interval was slightly longer than the mean RR interval of irregular beats during AF (Table 1) . We observed LV ECG, LVP and LVV for 1 min of regular pacing.
Three stable beats near the end of the 1-min regular pacing were used to obtain stable cardiodynamic data of regular beats in each heart. We then produced AF for 2 min and recorded LV ECG, LVP and LVV. This AF period was repeated 5 times with a 1-min period of regular pacing in between. Near each end of these five AF periods, we recorded cardiodynamic data for 12 s. We pooled five sets of the 12-s data into a group of 1-min data of cardiodynamic variables during AF in each heart. E max and E a . During the regular pacing period before the first AF period, we recorded instantaneous LVP and LVV during a gradual occlusion of the ascending aorta over several beats to draw their P-V loops as described in detail previously [25] . The endsystolic P-V relation (ESPVR) line was obtained by simple linear regression analysis of the end-systolic (ES) P-V data points identified as the left-upper shoulders of the P-V loops during the aortic occlusion [25] . We identified E max as the slope of the ESPVR line as well as unstressed volume V 0 as the extrapolated volume intercept of the ESPVR line [25] . This E max was used as that of regular beats. V 0 was used to obtain the E max of irregular beats under AF [25] . Figure 1 shows a set of three P-V loops of irregular beats during AF. We obtained the E max of every irregular beat as the slope of the line connecting the pre-determined V 0 and the left-upper P-V shoulder of each P-V loop. E max markedly changed among the three beats in contrast to the E max of regular beats. Figure 1 also shows E a ϭESP/SV as the slope (though negative) of the diagonal line connecting the EDV on the volume axis and the ESP-V point on the P-V loop of each irregular beat. E a markedly changed among the three beats, unlike the E a of regular beats. The greater ESP was and/or the smaller SV was, the greater E a became.
RR interval. Figure 2 shows a representative set of original recordings of 10 consecutive irregular beats (#1-#10) during AF in one heart. The first three beats correspond to the three beats in Fig. 1 . On the ECG tracing, we determined the RR interval immediately preceding any beat of interest (arrow) as RR1, the RR interval preceding the RR1 as RR2, and so on. Thus, the six RR intervals preceding every irregular beat were designated as RR1 through RR6. RR1 of a beat became RR2 of the next beat, and so on. The number of LVP waves may appear less than 10, because there were very weak contractions with very low LVP waves; one at RR4-RR3 and the other next to heart. Sampling intervals of P-V data were 3 ms. V 0 is the volume-axis intercept of the end-systolic pressure-volume relation (ESPVR) obtained during a gradual aortic occlusion under regular atrial pacing before AF (though not shown). E max of each arrhythmic beat during AF was identified as the slope of the line connecting the predetermined V 0 and the left upper shoulder of the respective P-V loop. We defined the E a of each irregular beat as the ratio of LV endsystolic pressure (height of the left upper shoulder) to stroke volume (width) of the respective P-V loop. E a corresponds to the negative slope of the diagonal line connecting the end-systolic P-V point and the end-diastolic point on the LV volume axis. Note that changes in E a were accompanied by changes in end-diastolic volume, end-systolic pressure and E max . Beats #1-3 correspond to the beats of the same numbers in Fig. 2 . We defined the preceding interval immediately before any beat of interest (arrow, #8 for example) as RR1, the pre-preceding interval as RR2, and the third to sixth preceding intervals as RR3, RR4, RR5, and RR6, respectively. Beats #1-3 correspond to beats #1-3 in Fig. 1 . Beats #5 and #9 had considerably small LVPs ( the beat marked by the arrow. If we correctly count these weak contractions, the number of the contractions matched with that of the QRS waves.
Statistics. We performed basic statistical analyses on the cardiodynamic data during arrhythmia in each heart to obtain their meanϮSD values, which we designated as mean $ and SD $ . The mean $ and SD $ in the individual hearts were pooled to obtain their meanϮSD values: meanϮSD of mean $ and meanϮ SD of SD $ , respectively. These values are listed in Table 1 .
We studied the frequency distribution of E a , E max and E a /E max and their reciprocals (1/E a , 1/E max and E max /E a ) of irregular beats in each heart. We first divided the full working range of each variable into 10 classes with equal widths (Figs. 3-5) . As for E a , we next pooled all the columns at and above 50 mmHg/ml in a single column and divided the E a range below 50 mmHg/ml into nine classes with equal widths (Fig.  4) . As for both E a /E max and its reciprocal, we then divided their full working ranges into 10 classes around unity E a /E max (Fig. 6) , which corresponds to the optimal ventriculo-arterial coupling for the maximal mechanical energy efficiency from PVA to SV [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
We calculated two dimensionless measures of departure from normality of the frequency distributions: skewness (third moment about the mean) and kurtosis (fourth moment about the mean) ( Table 2 ). These statistics are independent of the visual impression of the non-normality of the histogram that depends on the choice of the number of the columns and their widths. The normal distribution has zero skewness and unity kurtosis. Positive skewness indicates a leftward shift of the peak frequency and negative skewness its rightward shift. Positive kurtosis indicates a peak, where kurtosis Ͼ1 indicates a super-normally sharp peak and 1Ͼ kurtosis Ͼ0 a sub-normally blunt peak, and negative kurtosis indicates a dip.
We also applied correlation and linear regression analyses to various relations of 1/E a with other cardiodynamic variables ( Fig. 7 and Table 3 ). We applied multiple linear regression analysis to a weighted sum Data of regular beats were obtained for three stable beats in each heart. Data of irregular beats were obtained for irregular beats for 1 min during atrial fibrillation. Mean $ and SD $ indicate mean and SD of the variable in the individual hearts. Heart rate (HR): constant HR in regular beats, and mean HR in irregular beats. RR interval: beat interval between two QRS waves of ECG tracing, constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats. Stroke volume (SV): constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats. Cardiac output (CO): HR times constant SV in regular beats, and the sum of varying SV in irregular beats for 1 min. Since CO was a value per minute in each heart, there was no SD $ in each heart, and hence no meanϮSD of SD $ . EDV, end-diastolic volume, constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; ESV, end-systolic volume, constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; EDP, end-diastolic pressure, constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; ESP, end-systolic pressure, constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; E max , left ventricular contractility, constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; 1/E max , reciprocal of E max , constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; E a , effective arterial elastance, constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; 1/E a , reciprocal of E a , constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; E a /E max , E a divided by E max , constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats; E max /E a , reciprocal of E a /E max , constant in regular beats and varying in irregular beats. MeanϮSD of six hearts are listed. NS, insignificant difference: Ͼ or Ͻ, significantly greater or smaller at pϽ0.05; and Ͼ Ͼ or Ͻ Ͻ, significantly greater or smaller at pϽ0.01 by paired t-test.
of the variables all with close correlation with 1/E a (Table 4) . Finally, we studied the correlations between mean (1/E a ) and (mean SV)/(mean ESP), between their reciprocals, and between mean E a and (mean ESP)/(mean SV) in all of the individual hearts ( Fig.  8) .
We used both Microsoft Office Excel 98 and StatView 4.5 on a computer for statistical analyses. Data were presented as meanϮSD unless otherwise specified. Statistical significance was set at pϽ0.05 unless otherwise specified.
RESULTS
Cardiodynamic variables
Figures 1 and 2 show that E max , E a , EDV, ESP and SV changed considerably with irregular RR intervals. E a was very large in a weaker beat with a smaller SV; for example, in beat #3 in Fig. 1 and beats #3, #5 and #9 in Fig. 2 . In contrast, E a was comparable to E max in beat #1 with reasonably normal E max , EDV, ESP and SV. E a of beat #2 with an intermediate E max and SV fell between the E a of beats #1 and #3.
The P-V loops in Fig. 1 and the LVV tracing in Fig.  2 show some volume changes even during the presumably isovolumic contraction and relaxation phases. These volume changes were 0.5-1 ml at most. This indicates a limitation of accuracy of the conductance volumetry not only in the present study but also in previous studies [23] [24] [25] . Because of this limitation, we were unable to determine whether the SV of beat #3, for example, was zero or 0.5-0.7 ml (@ in Fig. 2 ). This SV could reasonably be zero if the subnormal ESP was smaller than arterial pressure, or reasonably be 0.5-0.7 ml if the subnormal ESP was slightly greater than arterial pressure. Mitral regurgitation might have caused this small SV. A similar situation exists in beats #5 and #9 (see @) in Fig. 2 . ESPs of these beats were very small, and hence their SVs were most likely zero. Unfortunately, we measured neither aortic flow nor aortic pressure in this study, though we monitored femoral arterial pressure. Therefore, we were unable to decide SV more accurately than with the conductance catheter. We found that 20Ϯ10 and 32Ϯ9% of irregular beats had SV less than 0.5 and 1 ml, respectively, in all six hearts. Table 1 compares meanϮSD values of the basic cardiodynamic variables including E max , E a , and E a /E max in regular and irregular beats in all six hearts. All cardiodynamic variables were stable and constant in regular beats in each heart. Therefore, Table 1 lists meanϮSD of the individual means $ in six hearts (see "Statistics" for $ mark). Since SD $ around the respective means $ was zero in regular beats in each heart, Table 1 does not list the meanϮSD of SD $ of regular beats.
All variables varied widely among irregular beats during AF. Therefore, Table 1 lists not only meanϮSD of mean $ but also meanϮSD of SD $ in the six hearts. Both regular and irregular beats had comparable mean values for EDV, ESV, EDP, and E max /E a . However, mean ESP was markedly smaller in irregular beats than in regular beats. Mean 1/E max , E a , and E a /E max were considerably greater in irregular beats than in regular beats. Moreover, mean values of SD $ of SV, 1/E max , E a , 1/E a , E a /E max , and E max /E a were comparable to their respective mean values of mean $ in irregular beats.
E max , E a , E a /E max and their reciprocals Figure 3a shows a representative histogram of the frequency distribution of E max data of irregular beats for 1 min during AF in one heart (No. 2). E max scattered over a wide range quasi-symmetrically with a small positive skewness but non-normally with a large negative kurtosis. We also analyzed the reciprocal of E max (1/E max ) because it is included in the E a /E max ratio. Figure 3b shows that 1/E max distributed asym- metrically with large positive skewness and kurtosis. Similar results were obtained in all of the other five hearts. Table 2 lists the meanϮSD of skewness and kurtosis for E max and 1/E max in the six hearts. Figure 4a shows a representative histogram of the frequency distribution of E a data of the same irregular beats in the same heart as in Fig. 3 . In contrast to E max , E a scattered over a wide range asymmetrically with large positive skewness and kurtosis in this heart. This histogram resembled that of 1/E max shown in Fig. 3b . Similar results were obtained in all of the other five hearts. Extremely large E a values derived from such irregular beats as P-V loop #3 in Fig. 1 and beats #5 and #9 in Fig. 2 . E a values in these beats were unusually large because their SVs were considerably small.
We, however, found that 1/E a distributed more symmetrically or normally with much smaller skewness and kurtosis, as shown in Fig. 4b . These changes occurred because the widely scattered, extremely large E a values (black columns) in Fig. 4a became the relatively small 1/E a values (black columns) in Fig. 4b . Twelve beats out of 168 beats belonged to these black columns, being only 7% of the total. All of the other hearts showed similar results. Table 2 lists the meanϮSD of skewness and kurtosis for E a and 1/E a in all six hearts. These data obviously shows that 1/E a consistently distributed much more normally with reasonably small skewness than E a per se. Although the skewness and kurtosis of E a resembled those of 1/E max , those of 1/E a did not resemble those of E max . We found that the large skewness and kurtosis of E a were due to those minor beats MeanϮSD in all six hearts. The normal distribution has zero skewness and unity kurtosis. The greater absolute values of skewness and kurtosis indicate greater deviation of the distribution from the normal distribution. Positive skewness indicates an asymmetrically non-normal distribution with its peak near the origin like those of 1/E max in Fig. 3b , E a in Fig. 4a , and E a /E max in Fig. 5a . Kurtosis Ͼ1 indicates a non-normal distribution with a sharp peak like those of 1/E max in Fig. 3b , E a in Fig.  4a , and E a /E max in Fig. 5a . Kurtosis Ͻ1 means a non-normal flat or dipped distribution like those of E max in Fig. 3a , 1/E a in Fig. 4b , and E max /E a in Fig. 5b . NS, insignificant difference from zero; Ͼ0, significantly greater than 0 at pϽ0.05; and Ͼ Ͼ0, significantly greater than 0 at pϽ0.01 by paired t-test. Fig. 3 . For E a , meanϭ24.6, standard deviation (SD)ϭ19.4, standard error of the mean (SEM)ϭ1.46, minimumϭ10.8, maximumϭ177.3, all in mmHg/ml, with skewnessϭ4.09 and kurtosisϭ24.14 (both dimensionless). For 1/E a , meanϭ0.053, SDϭ0.021, SEMϭ0.002, minimumϭ0.006, maximumϭ0.093, all in ml/mmHg, with skewnessϭϪ0.24 and kurtosisϭϪ0.98 (both dimensionless). Black columns: E a .approximately 50 mmHg/ml in histogram a and 1/E a ,approximately 0.02ϭ1/50 in histogram b. In histogram c, E a Ͼ50 was pooled in the single black column and E a Ͻ50 was classified into nine columns with equal widths. E a distribution had not only the same skewness and kurtosis in both histograms a and c statistically, but also similar appearance despite their different classifications in a and c.
with unusually large E a values due to extremely small SVs.
To circumvent the effect of these minor beats on the impression of the abnormal frequency distribution of Fig. 4a , we grouped the E a values above 50 mmHg/ml (mostly of weak beats with SVϽ1 ml) into one black column in Fig. 4c . We then spread the E a rangesՅ50 mmHg/ml into nine columns in Fig. 4c . However, the asymmetrical pattern of the histogram virtually remained unchanged with a peak in the smallest E a column. All of the other hearts showed similar results. This modification of the histogram did not affect the skewness and kurtosis values. Figure 5a shows a representative histogram of the frequency distribution of E a /E max data of the same irregular beats in the same heart as in Figs. 3 and 4 . E a /E max scattered over a wide range with large positive skewness and kurtosis in a similar manner to E a per se in Fig. 4a and 1/E max in Fig. 3b . Extremely large E a /E max columns (black columns) corresponded to extremely large E a columns (black columns) in Fig. 4 . All of the other hearts showed similar results. Table 2 lists the meanϮSD of skewness and kurtosis for E a /E max in the six hearts. Table 1 shows that the E a /E max of irregular beats during AF had several times greater meanϮSD values of both mean $ and SD $ than meanϮSD of mean $ of regular beats. This was derived from the marked nonnormal frequency distribution of E a /E max with large positive skewness and kurtosis. The regular beats' E a /E max (0.57Ϯ0.26 in Table 1 ) was smaller than 1 (pϽ0.01), which corresponds to the optimal ventriculo-arterial matching for maximal mechanical energy efficiency of cardiac contraction [3, 4] . Moreover, this 0.57 was close to the E a /E max value corresponding to the optimal ventriculo-arterial matching for maximal mechanical work efficiency of cardiac contraction [3, 4] . In contrast to the regular beats' E a /E max , the irregular beats' E a /E max (3.30Ϯ0.96 in Table 1 ) was three times greater than 1, far above the optimal ventriculo-arterial matching for both maximal mechanical energy and work efficiencies [3, 4] .
However, the statistical data showed that the median (a measure of the middle of distribution, different from mean) of E a /E max ranged from 0.52-2.25 (three of which were smaller than 1) with a meanϮSD of 1.17Ϯ0.65. This indicates that half of the irregular beats had E a /E max values close to or smaller than 1 during AF, a considerably different impression from the mean value of E a /E max of 3.3 in Table 1 . Furthermore, the mode (the most frequent value) of E a /E max ranged from 0.36 to 6.01 (three of which were smaller than 1 in the same three hearts as for the median Ͻ1) with a meanϮSD of 1.77Ϯ2.88. Thus, due to the considerably skewed frequency distribution of E a /E max , the meanϮSD of mean $ and SD $ of E a /E max did not necessarily represent the entire E a /E max values and their average during AF.
We found that the reciprocal of E a /E max (E max /E a ) distributed more normally with smaller skewness and kurtosis, as shown in Fig. 5b , where the black column corresponds to the black columns in Fig. 5a . This single column caused more skewness and kurtosis of the E max /E a distribution in Fig. 5b than the 1/E a distribution in Fig. 4b . All of the other hearts showed similar results. Both these E a /E max values (0.54 and 0.69) were smaller than 1, which corresponds to the optimal ventriculo-arterial coupling for the maximal mechanical energy efficiency of cardiac contraction [3, 4] . Both of these values were also close to the optimal ventriculoarterial coupling for the maximal mechanical work efficiency of cardiac contraction [3, 4] . Figure 5c indicates the frequency distribution of E a /E max after grouping the black columns in Fig. 5a into a single black column and spreading the remaining ranges in Fig. 5a . However, the marked skewness still existed in the remaining, relatively low E a /E max range. This modification of the histogram did not affect the skewness and kurtosis values. Figure 6 also shows the frequency distributions of E a /E max and E max /E a on different abscissas from those in Fig. 5 . These new abscissas have a value of 1 in the middle. The unity E a /E max and E max /E a mean the optimal ventriculo-arterial coupling for maximal mechanical energy efficiency [1] [2] [3] .
Finally, Table 2 shows that skewness increased in the order of 1/E a ϽE max ϽE max /E a Ͻ1/E max ϽE a ϽE a / E max . The magnitude of the difference between mean values of regular and irregular beats increased in a similar order; namely, mean values of 1/E a , E max and E max /E a were slightly smaller in irregular beats than in regular beats. Mean 1/E max and E a were twice as large in irregular beats than in regular beats. However, mean E a /E max was 5 times greater in irregular beats than in regular beats. This indicated that the regularirregular beat difference was maximal when the variable or numerator had the largest skewness, and minimal when the variable or numerator had the smallest skewness. Note that these skewness and kurtosis values were independent of the number of histogram columns and their widths.
Correlates of 1/E a
We decided to analyze the more normally distributing 1/E a rather than the non-normally distributing E a in more detail. We first studied the correlation between 1/E a and the preceding six RR intervals (RR1-6, see Heart No.: 1-6. n, number of irregular beats analyzed; RR1, preceding RR interval; RR2, pre-preceding RR interval; RR3, the third preceding RR interval; RR4, the fourth preceding RR interval; RR5, the fifth preceding RR interval; RR6, the sixth preceding RR interval (see Fig. 2 ). SD, standard deviation. * Statistically significant at pϽ0.01. is that the central value of the abscissas was 1. E a /E max and E max /E a of 1 correspond to the maximal mechanical energy efficiency in ventriculo-afterload coupling. Black columns: E a /E max Ͼ1.9 (dimensionless) in histogrm a and E max /E a Ͼ1.9 (dimensionless) in histogram a and E max /E a Ͼ1.9 (dimensionless) in histogram b.
following beat variously [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Table 3 lists the simple correlation coefficients between 1/E a and each of RR1-6 of the irregular beats in all six hearts. The correlation coefficient of RR1 was always positive and the largest of all RR intervals except in one heart (No.
3), in which that of RR2 was the largest though negative. On the average, the correlation coefficient of RR1 was significantly greater than the latter. Both of these were significantly (pϽ0.01) greater than zero, and always greater than those of RR3-6, which were always insignificant. These results indicated that RR1 and RR2 correlated reasonably well with 1/E a of the individual irregular beats in all six hearts. We then studied the correlation between 1/E a and RR1/RR2. Our previous study showed that the E max of the irregular beats positively correlated with RR1/RR2 during AF [25] . We now found a significantly positive correlation between 1/E a and RR1/RR2 in irregular beats as shown in Table 4 and Fig. 7a in one heart (No. 1). Figure 1 impressed us that the smaller E a , and hence greater 1/E a , were associated with the greater E max . We therefore studied the correlation between 1/E a and E max of irregular beats in each heart. We found a significantly positive correlation between 1/E a and E max in irregular beats as shown in Table 4 and Fig. 7b in one heart (No. 1). All six hearts showed similar correlation, as listed in Table 4 . All of these correlation coefficients were significant. The correlation coefficients of both RR1/RR2 and E max with 1/E a were considerably greater than those of RR1-6 with 1/E a in Table 3 . Figure 1 also impressed us that the smaller E a , and hence greater 1/E a , were associated with the greater EDV. We therefore studied the 1/E a -EDV relation and found a higher correlation coefficient than the 1/E a -RR1/RR2 and 1/E a -E max relations, as shown in Fig. 7c and Table 4 . We did not study the 1/E a -ESV and 1/E a -SV relations because E a is ESP/SV.
On the basis of these results, we considered that EDV, E max , and RR1/RR2 were the significant and meaningful correlates of 1/E a of irregular beats during AF.
Multiple regression of 1/E a
We then considered that 1/E a would have a reasonable regression on AϫEDVϩBϫE max ϩCϫRR1/RR2 ϩD. The order of EDV, E max and RR1/RR2 was the 1/E a , the reciprocal of effective arterial elastance (E a ); EDV, left ventricular end-diastolic volume; E max , end-systolic left ventricular maximal elastance, an index of contractility; RR1, preceding RR interval; RR2, pre-preceding RR interval. SD, standard deviation. * Statistically significant at pϽ0.01.
order of decreasing mean correlation coefficients in Table 4 . Table 5 lists the resultant values for the regression coefficient (A, B, C, and D) and its standard partial regression coefficient (Standard A, B, C, and D) by multiple linear regression analysis. On the average, Standard A was the largest, Standard B the second largest, and Standard C the smallest. The r values indicate that 1/E a correlated closely with the appropriately weighted linear sum of EDV, E max , and RR1/RR2. Coefficient of determination (r 2 ) indicates that as much as 80-90% of the variance of 1/E a was attributable to the variances of EDV, E max , and RR1/RR2. Only 10-20% of the variance of 1/E a remained attributable to the variances of variables other than EDV, E max , and RR1/RR2. These results only indicated that EDV, E max , and RR1/RR2 are the major correlates but not determinants of 1/E a . Figure 8a is a correlogram between m(1/E a ) (i.e., mean 1/E a ) and mean SV/mean ESP (mSV/mESP) of irregular beats during AF in all six individual hearts. Each plot corresponds to one heart. These mSV, mESP and m(1/E a ) were mean $ values whose meanϮ SD are listed in Table 1 . The correlation was close and linear in Fig. 8a . Note that m(1/E a ) mathematically equals mean SV/ESP but differs from mSV/mESP in irregular beats. mSV/mESP obtained by dividing mean SV with mean ESP is an average SV/ESP ratio different from mean SV/ESPϭm(1/E a ). The non-unity regression coefficient (1.37) reflected the difference between m(1/E a ) and mSV/mESP during AF. We also studied a correlation between mE a and mESP/mSV in the same six individual hearts in Fig.  8c . This ordinate is the same as that in Fig. 8b . The regression and correlation in Fig. 8c were poorer than those in Fig. 8a and b. Note mathematically that mE a does not equal 1/[m(1/E a )] due to the considerable skewed distribution of E a as discussed above (Fig. 4a) . The non-unity regression coefficient (0.365) reflected the difference between mE a and mESP/mSV. Therefore, 1/[m(1/E a )] correlated more closely and linearly with mESP/mSV than mE a did during AF in the individual hearts. This suggests that 1/[m(1/E a )] better represents the average effective afterload elastance expressed as mESP/mSV than mE a in each heart. These differences among the three types of average effective afterload elastance (i.e., 1/[m(1/E a )], mE a ϭmean ESP/ SV, and mESP/mSV) are derived largely from the skewed frequency distribution of E a and less skewed distribution of 1/E a .
Mean 1/E a , E a , SV/ESP and ESP/SV
DISCUSSION
We newly analyzed E a (effective arterial elastance, or more appropriately effective afterload elastance) in relation to E max and other cardiodynamic variables in irregular beats during electrically induced AF in normal canine in situ hearts. As the result, we obtained new findings on the basic characteristics of E a of irregular beats, as discussed below.
E a is a well-recognized powerful measure of ventricular afterload in studying the ventriculo-arterial mechanoenergetic coupling in both basic and clinical medicine [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, E a has been generally considered that its physiological significance as a measure of the afterload holds only under stable cardiodynamic conditions in regular beats [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Since the cardiodynamic conditions are unstable under arrhythmia, a general belief is that the E a of irregular beats loses physiological significance. In fact, no reports except only two abstracts dealt with E a under AF in a clinical setting [21, 22] to the best of our knowledge. Our present experimental results provided evidence for and against this general belief for the first time.
What is the problem of E a in irregular beats? Sunagawa et al. described that E a ϭESP/SV could be approximated by HR (beats/min)ϫTPR (mmHg/(ml/ min)) in regular beats [1] [2] [3] . Here, E a ϭESP/SVϭ ESP/(CO/HR)ϭHRϫESP/COԼHRϫMAP (mean arterial pressure)/COϭHRϫTPR under the assumption of ESPԼMAP [1] [2] [3] . This approximation does not hold in irregular beats where HR is no longer constant and ESPԼMAP no longer holds. For this reason, irregularly changing E a can no longer serve as a measure of afterload of the arterial system. This seems to be the major reason that E a has not been applied to irregular beats.
We found another reason that E a should not naively be used in irregular beats. We newly found that the E a of irregular beats scattered over a wide range with considerable positive skewness and kurtosis (Fig. 4a) . Sunagawa et al. originally defined E a as ESP/SV in regular beats [1] [2] [3] . If one naively applies this definition to each irregular beat, E a ϭESP/SV is obtainable on a per-beat basis as we did in this study. This first step is valid in either regular or irregular beats by definition [1] [2] [3] . However, one may be tempted to obtain mean E a values of irregular beats [21, 22] . This sec- Each plot also corresponds to one heart. The regression line was mESP/mSVϭ0.365ϫ(mE a )ϩ4.04 with rϭ0.892 (pϽ0.02) and r ond step is the pitfall, because E a distributes non-normally with large skewness and kurtosis, and hence mean E a does not necessarily represent the average E a value of irregular beats during experimentally induced AF (Figs. 4 and 8 , and Tables 1 and 2) .
However, we newly found a way to circumvent this problem and facilitate the utility of E a in irregular beats. Our new findings were that 1/E a distributed more normally with small skewness and kurtosis than E a (Fig. 4b ) and 1/[m(1/E a )] (but not mE a ) correlated closely and linearly with mESP/mSV (Fig. 8b and c) . These findings show for the first time that E a serves as the effective afterload elastance against ventricular ejection even in irregular beats. They also show mean E a does not necessarily represent the average effective afterload elastance due to its markedly skewed frequency distribution.
Due to these characteristics of E a , E a /E max can also serve as a measure of the ventriculo-afterload coupling on a per-beat basis during arrhythmia. However, its mean value does not necessarily represent average ventriculo-afterload coupling due to its markedly skewed frequency distribution in irregular beats.
Moreover, we were able to correlate 1/E a with cardiodynamic variables other than ESP and SV that are included in the definition of E a ( Fig. 7 and Tables 3-5). We found that as much as 80-90% of the variance of 1/E a was attributable to EDV, E max and RR1/RR2. This indicates that 1/E a , and hence E a , change systematically with LV preload, contractility and RR1/RR2, but not randomly by itself during AF. However, this does not necessarily mean that LV preload, contractility and RR1/RR2 are the major determinants of 1/E a . Nonlinear combinations of these correlates might show better correlation with 1/E a , because the correlograms of 1/E a with these three variables were not necessarily linear within their working ranges (Fig. 7) . However, such a search was beyond the scope of the present study.
The less skewed distribution of 1/E a than E a should be considered when combined with E max (Figs. 5 and 6, and Tables 1 and 2 ). If we use mean E a /E max to evaluate the ventriculo-afterload coupling in irregular beats during AF, the mean E a /E max (3.30 in Table 1) , three times greater than 1, would mislead us that the ventriculo-afterload coupling was, on average, far from optimal in both mechanical energy and work efficiency. However, if we know the reciprocal of mean E max /E a (1.45 in Table 1 ) to be 0.67, we would judge that the LV has a reasonably optimal ventriculo-afterload coupling on average. This all comes from the non-normal distributions of E a and E a /E max and the more normal distributions of 1/E a and E max /E a shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Despite such problems of E a , per se, and E a /E max , the present results support our hypothesis that the concept of E a as the effective arterial elastance holds basically in each irregular beat during AF. This then supports the concept that E a /E max basically serves as a measure of ventriculo-afterload coupling in each irregular beat.
The names of E a and E a /E max are problematic. During arrhythmia, weak beats have zero SV when ESP cannot exceed arterial pressure. In such beats, ESP represents ventricular afterload but not arterial pressure. Therefore, effective arterial elastance is misleading and effective afterload elastance is appropriate in weak irregular beats. For the same reason, ventriculoafterload coupling is more appropriate than the conventional ventriculo-arterial coupling during AF. The generic use of afterload seems appropriate when ventricular ejection may occur not only into the aorta but also via other routes including the mitral valves, ventricular septal defects, and any artificial pump or reservoir connected to the ventricle.
To conclude, we investigated the effective afterload elastance (E a ), originally defined in regular beats as the end-systolic pressure (ESP)/stroke volume (SV) ratio, of the left ventricle under arrhythmia during electrically induced atrial fibrillation (AF) in normal canine in situ hearts. Although E a widely changed among irregular beats, 1/[m(1/E a )] (but not mE a ) during AF was able to quantify the average effective afterload elastance against ventricular ejection. The present study supports our hypothesis that E a can serve as the effective afterload elastance on a per-beat basis in irregular beats. However, it simultaneously warns that mE a and mean E a /E max of irregular beats cannot necessarily represent their averages in irregular beats.
